Report to Debenham P C from former Tree Warden and member of Trees and
Greens committee:
Trees in the cemetery have been subject to a long overdue tidy up over the winter months
with a special thanks to Jason from GREENMAN for a very good job expertly concluded.
Logs were left for the community to collect and they disappeared pretty quickly !
The trees should be monitored throughout the year for any problems or signs of disease.
Some trees had to have a pollard…. this looks a little drastic but can be good for the
regrowth and health of the tree in the long term .
Growth will be slow on some trees but they should all look good again given time.
Trees throughout the village will continue to be maintained in most areas by MSDC ac
except those on greens maintained by the P C .
Conservation areas are due for monitoring this year, this is continuous as these areas are
very important for wildlife . Any issues should be reported to David Mitchell MSDC Tree
officer.
Richard Giffin has again started cutting the green spaces after gaining the continued
contract from P C after the excellent job he made of the grass cutting , trimming etc last
year .
Just a reminder that all hedge and tree work should not be undertaken from 31st March till
July 31st as these are bird nesting months. Please refer to DEFRA for information and
confirmation.
Please enjoy the fantastic green areas in Debenham including the lovely display of various
trees.
Sadly this will be my final report to council as very soon I am moving from the village
because of demands of work .
I would like to wish you all well and hope that everyone will continue to value the lovely
trees and greens in Debenham.
Kindest Regards
Carol Hellier

